Dimension Chest

By Dalton Morrison
A pirate named Jack once set sail on a ship for treasure. He had a brown, braided beard, a wide black sword, and a pet monkey with a sense of adventure rode on his shoulder.
When his ship landed, Jack set foot on the beach. He saw the pink sky. It was sunset... and they needed to set up camp. Looking for firewood, He saw a chest. He dropped all his firewood and ran to the chest to open it. There was a blinding flash of light. Then, he found himself in the desert. "I've been sucked into a different dimension!"
Jack glanced from the hot, desert sun and could see a herd of oxen charging toward him! His monkey shrieked! He ran to his left, only to bump into a cactus. The force sent the monkey flying into a sand dune. Grabbing the monkey out, he ran to his right, this time looking out for cactuses.
Then Jack saw another pirate with a parrot on his glove. "This way!" the pirate said. With both the parrot and the monkey screeching, they ran to the sand dune. Jack found out the other pirate's name was Michael, and he was also trying to get back to his dimension.
Together they searched for a chest that would send them back. For many months, they went through jungles, forests, avoided soldiers, and survived Michael’s parrot getting its beak stuck in a door lock!
Finally, they found the chest in a castle guarded by 51 knights. How do we beat them?” Jack said. Michael’s smile was wide. “Like this,” he said. He shot his gun outside the castle. Suddenly, the knights ran outside the castle. Jack smiled. “Now all we do is take out the guards and get that chest!” Jack saw a lake and pushed the guards into it. Even through the night sky, he could see them swimming ashore.
Then they sprinted to the chest, and Jack and Michael were sucked back to their dimension as soon as the chest opened. They were finally home!